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ABSTRACT: Attribute based Encryption is a public cryptographic technique.In this technique different attributes are 
used for the encryption purposes.In most existing CP-ABE schemes, there is only one authority in the system and all 
the public keys and private keys are issued by this authority, which incurs ciphertext size and computation costs in the 
encryption and decryption operations that depend at least linearly on the number of attributes involved in the access 
policy.There are some multi-authority CP-ABE scheme in which the authorities need not interact to generate public 
information during the system initialization phase. Besides, the multi-authority ABE eliminates the key escrow 
problem, achieves the length of ciphertext optimization and enhances efficiency of encryption and decryption 
operation.In this paper we will summarize all the techniques available for ABE. 
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I.INTRODUCTION 
  

In recent years,various paperless techniques are evolved for communication.All data is stored in electronic media.This 
invention of internet leads people to do transaction online.Online transaction is more cost efficient than the previous 
techniques.But this invention may suffers from the problem of hacking on the central database to steal 
information.Then this stolen information can be used for the unethical purpose.So there is need of security 
mechanism[17]. Attribute based access control is one of the good technique available for encryption purpose. Attribute 
Based Access Control defines an access control paradigm. In this access rights are granted to users through the use of 
policies which combine attributes together. The policies can use any type of attributes (user attributes, resource 
attributes, object, environment attributes etc.). This model supports Boolean logic, in which rules contain ”IF, THEN” 
statements about who is making the request, the resource, and the action. ABAC[1] is further divided into two parts viz. 
Key policy Based Access control and Ciphertext Policy Based Access Control. 
 
KP-ABE:  

In a KP-ABE scheme, the ciphertext encrypting a message is associated with a set of attributes. A decryption 
key issued by an authority is associated with an access structure. The ciphertext can be decrypted with the decryption 
key if and only if the attribute set of ciphertext satisfies the access structure of decryption key. Whole Concept of KP 
ABE is explained in Figure 1. 
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Figure 1: KP-ABE 
 

Drawbacks of the KP-ABE are Encryptor cannot decide who can decrypt the encrypted data. It can only 
choose descriptive attributes for the data, and has no choice but to trust the key issuer. KPABE is not naturally suitable 
to certain applications. For example, sophisticated broadcast encryption, where users are described by various attributes 
and in this, the one whose attributes match a policy associated with a ciphertext, it can decrypt the ciphertext. KP-ABE 
scheme supports user secret key accountability. It is providing fine grained access but has no longer with flexibility and 
scalability. 
 
CP-ABE:  

In a CP-ABE scheme, on the contrary, the ciphertext encrypts a message with an access structure while a 
decryption key is associated with a set of Attribute attributes. The decryption condition is similar: if and only if the 
attribute set fulfils the access structure. CPABE Scheme can be further described in fig 2. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 2: CP-ABE 
 

Limitation of this CP ABE are Negatives of the most existing CP-ABE schemes are still not satisfying the 
enterprise requirements of access control which require considerable flexibility and efficiency. CPABE has a restriction 
in terms of specifying policies and management user attributes. In a CP-ABE scheme, decryption keys only support 
user attributes that are organized logically as a single set, so the users can only use all possible combinations of 
attributes in a single set issued in their keys to fulfill policies. So here we will use better access policy to recover from 
these limitation. 
 

II. RELATED WORK 
  

In the basic CP-ABE [1-3] schemes, as the number of attributes in the access policy increases size of ciphertext also 
goes on increasing linearly. For example, the size of ciphertext is n+O(1) in [1] and 2n+O(1) in [2]. In addition, the 
number of pairing operation is also linearly with the number of attributes in access policy during decryption, which 
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increases the computation overhead on receiver. These limit the usage of ABE in real life applications to a large extent, 
especially for the scenarios where bandwidth issues and computing resources are of great importance. 

  
Many KP-ABE schemes and CP-ABE schemes have been proposed in the literature. In comparison with KP-ABE, 

CPABE is more appropriate in access control applications since it enables message encryptor to choose the access 
structure to decide who can access the message. 

  
The idea about CP-ABE was first proposed by Goyal et al. in [1] but they did not support any modelling.In this 

system encryptor will encrypt data with the attributes. Attributes may be name, size, city, DOB of user etc. Here access 
structure used are the AND gate of the attribute .Then they create private key using access structure. For decryption 
purpose author follow simple recursive algorithm which will take private key and encrypted data to decrypt the data. 
But this system will not give solution for collision attack .If the two users using same access structure using AND gate 
the Original file can get without using private key. So this system fails. 

  
Soon after that, Bethencourt, Sahai and Waters [2] proposed the construction of CP-ABE Scheme.This system uses 

monotononic tree access stucture.In this system users private key can be constructed by attributes instead of access 
stucture.This system also a collision resistent technique. 
 

Then, Cheung and Newport [8] proposed another CP-ABE which consist of AND gate access structure which is a 
combination of positive and negative values of AND gate.This scheme is proven as Chosen Plaintext Attack under 
decisional bilinear Diffie-Hellman (DBDH) assumption. 

  
Herranz et al. [5] proposed CP-ABE towards constantsize ciphertexts.In all the schemes availabe before have size of 

ciphertext are dependent on the attribute used in the encryprion.So If we are using more attributes then the size of the 
ciphertext are increased.This is the first scheme where decryption size is constant.Here ciphertext size is independent 
on the number attributes used. 

  
Chen et al. [7] proposed CP-ABE schemes with constantsize ciphertexts under the threshold access structure. Zhou 

and Huang proposed a CP-ABE scheme with constant-size ciphertexts under AND gates access structure. 
  
In [8] Cheung and Newport developed CP-ABE schemes in which access structures are AND gates on positive and 

negative attributes. This scheme is proven to be chosen plaintext (CPA) secure under the decisional bilinear Diffie-
Hellman (DBDH) assumption.And the basic scheme can be extended to be CCA secure in the standard model without 
losing its efficiency.Afterwards Nishant Doshi,Devesh Jinwala[9] proposed a CP-ABE System with constant length 
which works in a threshold case.But this scheme does not provide recipients anonymity. 

  
Aijun Ge,Rui Zhang,Cheng Chen, Chuangui Ma, and Zhenfeng Zhang[10] developed Threshold Ciphertext Policy 

Attribute-Based Encryption with Constant Size Ciphertexts which is first CPA secure threshold CP-ABE scheme,which 
can be further upgraded to the CCA security. 

  
Nuttapong Attrapadung[11] proposed Attribute-Based Encryption Schemes with Constant-Size Ciphertexts schemes 

allowing for truly expressive access structures and with constant ciphertext size.But encryption required n+t+1 
exponentiation, and the decryption required 3 pairing evaluations and O(t2+n) exponentiation, n was the number of 
attributes in the system and t was the threshold. 

  
All the above approach requires single authority to create public and private keys. Thus, the key escrow problem is 

inherent such that the trusted authority can decrypt every ciphertext in the system by generating every users private key 
at any time. One way to solve the key escrow problem is distributing the administration privilege from one authority to 
many. The encryption system is still secure as long as the required attributes cannot be obtained exclusively from those 
corrupted authorities and the trusted authority remains honest. In such multi-authority attribute-based encryption 
schemes, the private keys of the users needed are distributed by different authorities. 
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Chase [12] proposed a multi-authority ABE.But it does not solve problem of key escrew.Lin[13] provides a 
threshold multi authority fuzzy identity based encryption (MA-FIBE) scheme without a central authority for the first 
time. An encrypter can encrypt a message such that a user could only decrypt if he has at least dk of the given attributes 
about the message for at least t+1; t¡=n/2 honest authorities of all the n attribute authorities in the proposed scheme.But 
this MA-FIBE could be extended to the threshold multi authority attribute based encryption (MA-ABE) scheme. 

   
Nishant Doshi and Devesh Jinwala [9] developed system of Constant Ciphertext Length in Single-Authority 

Ciphertext Policy Attribute Based Encryption.But in this system also central authority is needed.here author worked for 
collision Resistance problems which is faced by the system.Decryption pairing for key generation is less as compared 
to the other technique.Here the attributes in the ciphertext must be a subset of users attributes in his secret key. 

  
But this system cant be work for the multiauthority systems. For designing multiauthority system there are to 

challanges viz. collision and attribute revocation.Multiple users holding attributes from different authorities may 
collude together to obtain illegal access to the data and Since each attribute is shared by multiple users, any attribute 
revocation of a user will affect the other users who have the same attribute with him.So here we use key randomization 
technique to avoid collision problem.Attribute revocation may result in bottleneck during rekeying procedure or 
security degradation in the system. Existing attribute revocation methods designed for single authority CP-ABE [15-16] 
could not be applied to multi-authority schemes. 

  
In the ABE each attribute is shared by the multiple users.This revocation may affect to other user who have shared 

same attribute.May be some authorised users will not get the proper attribute and hence they can’t decrypt data.Yu 
Shucheng et al.[14] provides attribute revocation process to solve this problem.Author gives a proxy reencryption 
technique by implemention proxy server in the medium.This proxy server can act as a semi-trusted party. On each 
revocation event, the authority just generates several proxy re-encryption keys and transmits them to proxy servers. 
Proxy servers will update secret keys for all users but the one to be revoked. Unlike solutions suggested by existing CP-
ABE schemes, our construction places minimal load on the authority upon each revocation event, and the authority is 
able to freely revoke any attribute of users at any time. The only requirement is that proxy servers should stay online 
and perform honestly. 
  
Bilinear map definition: Let G1 and G2 be a cyclic multiplicative group with the same prime order q, that is, 

|G1 | =|G2 | = q. Let g be a generator of G1.An efficient bilinear map e: G1 * G2 → GT , with the following 
properties: 

1. Bilinear: for all g 2 G1 and a; b 2 Zq e(ga; gb) = e(g; g)ab 
2 Non-degeneracy: e(g, g) ≠1. 
3 Computability: There is an effcient algorithm to compute e(u,v) for u,v ϵ G:   
 
Access structure :The access structure is combination of AND and OR gates on multi-valued attributes. Without loss 
of generality, we assume that there are n categories of attributes and every user has at most n attributes with each 
attribute belonging to a different category. Let U={ att1...,attn)}be the set of all attributes in system and si={ vi1,...,vin)} 
be the set of possible values for atti , in which ni =| si |;L={L1, ...Lu}(1<=u<=n) be an attribute list for a user, in which 
Li ∈ Si is an attribute value for atti and W={W1, ...Wm}(1<=m<=n) be an access structure, in which Wi ∈ Si is an 
attribute value for atti 
 

III.CONCLUSION 
  

In this paper,we had summarize all ciphertext policy attribute based encryption scheme.we had deeply studied the all 
techniques available for Ciphertext Policy Attribute Based Encryption.In this paper we have figured out different 
advantges and disadvantages of the CP-ABE systems. 
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